
Qualification of the MP Candidate. 
Expenditure Activities and Power.
Duration of the membership of the 

parliament will be of 4 years.
Causes : It is seen that if people enjoy 
power for much time they forget their 
liabilities and the opposition also fails to 
perform their duties.

In every Thana there will be an elected 
member of the Parliament. That very 
candidate can be nominated from a party or 
may apply individually.

No need of Upazilla Chairman. UNO will 
run the office according to law.

Expenditure of Upazila election and the 
expenditure of the chairman will be saved.

It someone is elected MP for one time. He 
will not participate for next three terms.

MP Candidate will submit his identification 
informations and photograph 60 days before 
submitting his nomination Paper.

Candidate must have at least a gradudtion 
degree and should have adequate idea 
about the constitution of the country and 
international rules and regulations. He must 
submit a brief description of his past 
activities including photograph.

Election expenditure will be within Tk. 5 lacs. 
Returnable election security money Tk. 1 
Lac will have to be submitted to the election 
commission from any scheduled Bank. 
Above mentioned money will be deposited 
by Online Banking System.
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One may deposite this security money 
through online banking. EC would check the 
Bank statement.

If any candidate fails to receive at least 5% 
of the total votes cast his security money will 
be forfeited.

Four copies of passport size photograph & 1 
copy Post card will have to submitted to the EC.

Cause : People will elect a candidate who 
comes at front both in their joys and sorrows. 
They already know about the goodwills and 
character of the candidates. The people will 
ofcourse elect someone they feel qualified.

Poster size are 12.5" x 15.5" printed on one 
side to be publised by the election Commission.

The size of leaflet are 7.25" x 9.5" one color both 
side printing with Candidates picture & his 
symbol.

The commission themselves wil paste the 
posters in the candidates' area, in places like 
market, school-colleges, etc.

They will also publish and publicize recorded 
speeches of the nominees.

TV and radio channels cannot ask for any 
payment from the Election Commission for 
candidate speeches published by them.

If Private channels show interest in 
telecasting those, they can do so by taking 
prmission from the Election Commission. 
They will not get paid for these.
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Candidate noticed to canvas and publicize 
himself by taking part in public meetings, will 
be declared ineligible for the election.

Election will be free of black money and 
family integration will be lessened.

Candidates won't have to pay money to 
parties for nomination, and will be able to be 
elected just by their merit and qualification.

After taking oaths, there will be no imparity 
among the elected parliament members 
regarding their being from a majority or from 
a minority.
The elected parliament members will vote to 
elect the ministers and one single person will 
not be eligible to take part for election of 
more than one ministry.

One Minister by Three State Minister
Food & Rehabilitation, Communication, 
Industrial Ministry.

One Minister by Four State Minister
Textiles, Jute, Agriculture and Land ministry.

One Minister by Four State Minister
Electricity, Fuel, Minerals, Mail and Wire 
ministry.

One Minister by Four State Minister
Education, Religion, Art and Culture, 
Science, Information and Technology 
ministry.
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One Minister by Four State Minister
Trade, Employment, Freedom Fighters and 
Hill Tracts Area Ministry.

One Minister by Four state Minister
Local government, rural development, Social 
welfare, Women and Youth Ministry. They 
will assist the Minister.

One Minister by Four state Minister
Health, Family Planning, Housing Ministry. 
They will assist the Minister.

After taking oath, the electoral seats of the 7 
ministers and 27 deputy ministers will be 
declared vacant.

The president will elect the closest 
candidates in those vacant seats to take 
oath and become the new MPs.

Before taking oath, the ministers and deputy 
ministers will have to resign from their 
respective political parties.

As long as he/she serves as a minister or 
deputy minister, he/she cannot take part in 
any mass meeting supporting or opposing 
any particular party.

Minister Will take part only  in 
government activities If its noticed that 
he/she is participated party programs, then 
the honourable President by his power will 
terminate him/her and assign the closest 
competitor in the election to ascend the 
position of the minister or deputy minister.
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Any citizen of the country can complain 
against the ministers or deputy ministers at 
court for being prejudiced.

If the complain is substantiated, the court 
can order imprisonment and/or fines against 
him/her for not abiding to his/her oath.

If the case is proved to be fabricated. The 
court  can order imprisonment and/or fines 
against the person who presented the 
charges. If any of the post like state 
committee, Election conducting committee, 
parliament, Government (Ministers and 
Deputy-Ministers). City Corporation Mayor, 
Commissioner, Union Parishad Chairman, 
Members, workers welfare organization, etc 
becomes vacant ever, the candidate closest 
to the former winner will be elected. No 
interim election should be held, which only 
seems to be a waste of state money.

If these systems are followed, economic 
structure of the government will strengthen 
and the country will get rid of unwanted 
waste of resources. Disputes among parties 
will decrease too.
Gradually, administration of the country will 
be transferred to people who are honest, 
educated and skilled.
Session of the National Parliament 
Every Mp will maintain an office in his 
election area and conduct the activities 
bestowed upon him.

Parliament Session will be opened and Closed 
following the order of the honourable 
President.

There are some MP's who create chaos in 
the parliament and do not carry out the order 
of the speaker. If this is noticed, the state 
committee may decide to fire him and call 
the 2nd nearest candidate to take oath.
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No separate female seat is necessary in the 
parliament, as they will have to be elected 
directly as a member of parliament. They 
can take part in ministerial elections also.

There will be no government bench or 
opposition in this system. Every MP will talk 
to the speaker about the problems of his/her 
area.

During meetings of the parliament, under any 
circumstance, no member can use heinous or 
demeaning language against aother felllow 
parliament member. They will not be allowed to 
degrade the environment of the parliament. 
This should be totally forbidden.

If any MP wants to be absent from the 
parliament, he must apply to the Speaker 24 
hours prior to the assembly.

If any MP fails to maintain the system or 
remains absent 3 days consecutively, his 
government facilities will be cancelled.

If the MP remains absent for 10 consecutive 
days, his membership will cancelled and the 
President will call the 2nd nearest candidate 
to take after the seat.

None can call for any movement, hartal or 
can engage in any subversive activities 
during the 4 years tenure of the government.

Public meeting may be called in places 
specified by the government and petitions, 
discussions and criticisms can be done 
towards the government.
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The result of the meeting will be discussed in 
the next parliament and the decision will be 
informed to the general people through print 
and electronic media. All Government and 
private channels, radio and newspapers will 
independently serve the news without any 
partiality.

They should keep away from transmitting 
things which demean the country's 
reputation.
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Local Government Election
Development Activities & Advise



Election methods of City Mayor :
Candidate's Qualification, Expenditure Methods

Candidate qualification and expenditure : 
The city Mayor Candidate must have 
minimum graduation degree. He will start his 
day signing the register book.

Under any circumstances, they cannot use 
their home or business offices to carry out 
their regular official duties.

If the development budget of the local 
government (which is under the city 
corporation) is handed to the city corporation, 
then the task can be carried out neatly.
Causes: In the near past and at present, it is 
observed that water lines, gas lines sewarage 
lines, etc. are mended and repaired through 
the activities of different ministries.

For which the city dwellers suffer a lot all the 
year round. But if one organization or 
ministry does the jobs alone these might be 
done perfectly.

Canvassing cost of 5 lacs taka 
(non-refundable) and deposit of 1 lac taka 
(refundable) have to be submitted to the 
election commission in forms of pay-order or 
DD; bought from any enlisted bank. Election 
Commissioner would veryfy the statement of 
Bank.

If any election candidate fails to receive at 
least 5% of the total votes cast, his deposit 
will be forfeited.

Other than the pay-orders or DDs, he/she 
will have to submit 4 passport size and 1 
stamp size photos.
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To be publicized by the election commission, 
single coloured posters of dimension 
12.5"x15.5" are to be printed on one side of 
a paper.

Dimension of a leaflet should be 7.25"x9.5" 
& printed on both sides, single colour, with 
the photo and the symbol.

Election method of City Corporation : 
Qualification and Expenditure: 

The City Commissioner Candidate must 
have at least a higher secondary level 
certificate. The commissioner will start his 
working days signing in the register book.
The Commissioner cannot use his home or 
business office to run his official duties under 
any circumstances.

Canvassing cost of 2 lacs taka 
(non-refundable) and election deposit of 50 
thousand taka (refundable) have to be 
submitted to the election commission in 
forms of pay-order or DD; bought from any 
enlisted bank.

If any election candidate fails to acquire at 
least 5% of the total votes cast, his deposit 
will be forfeited. 4 Copies of passport sized 
photograph and 1 copy of post card sized 
photograph will have to be submitted. To be 
publicized by the election commission solely, 
single coloured posters printed on one side; page 
dimension 9.75"x14.75" have to be submitted.

Leaflets containing pictures and symbol in 
single colour printed on both sides of a paper 
will have to be published; dimension 
5.5"x8.75".
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Election methods municipal corporation :
Qualification of Candidate and Expenditure Methods

Municipal corporation Chairman candidate 
must have a minimum of graduation degree. 
The chairman will start office duties signing 
in the register book.
Under any circumstances, official duties 
cannot be executed in homes and business 
offices. Development budget of the local 
governments under the municipal 
corporation has to be dued to the municipal 
corporation to ensure proper execution.

Cause : In the past and even at present, it is 
seen that a same road is worked on 
numerous times for repairing water supply 
lines, sewarage lines, electricity lines, gas 
lines, under the municipal corporation, 
different ministries and the local government.

These causes agony of the people. If these 
are done under one person, he can look after 
the fact that these improvisations are 
executed simultaneously and more effectively.

Canvassing cost of 3 lacs taka 
(non-refundable) and election deposit of 1 
lac taka (refundable) have to be submitted to 
the EC in forms of pay order or DD; bought 
from any enlisted bank.

Election deposit of any candidate failing to 
acquire at least 5% of the total votes cast will 
be forfeited. 4 copies of passport sized 
photographs and 1 copy of post-card sized 
photograp will have to be submitted.

To be publiziced by the EC solely, single 
coloure d posters printed only on one side 
have to be submitted; dimension 9.75"x14.75".

Single coloured leaflets printed on both 
sides, measuring 5.5"x8.75" and containing 
picture and symbol will have to be printed.
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Election procedure of the Commissioner of the 
Municipal Corporation Qualification & Expenditure

Minimum educational qualification should be 
H.S.C. passed. The Commissioner should 
start his regular duty signing in the register 
book.

She/he cannot use his/her home or business 
office to run the regular official duties under 
any circumstances.

Canvassing cost of 1 lac taka 
(non-refundable) and election deposit of 50 
thousand taka (refundable) have to be 
submitted to the EC in forms of pay-order or 
DD; bought from any enlisted bank.

Election deposit of any candidate failing to 
acquire at least 5% of the total votes cast will 
be forfeited. 4 copies of passport sized 
photographs and 1 copy of post-card sized 
photograph will have to be submitted.

To be publicized by the EC solely, single 
coloured posters printed on one side only have 
to be submitted; measuring 9.75"x14.75". 
Dimension of leaflet will be 5.5"x8.75"; single 
coloured, printed on both sides, and should 
contain photograph and symbol.

Election Procedure of the Union Parishad 
Chairman Qualification and Expenditure

The candidate should be at least a bachelors 
degree graduate. The Chairman should start 
his regular duties of the union parishad 
signing in the register book.
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Under any circumstances, home or business 
offices cannot be used to execute the daily 
services.

Canvassing cost of 1 lac taka 
(non-refundable) and election deposit of 50 
thousand taka (refundable) have to be 
submitted to the EC in forms of pay-order or 
DD; bought from any enlisted bank.

Deposit of any candidate failing to acquire at 
least 5% of the total votes cast will be 
forfeited. 4 copies of passport sized 
photograph and 1 copy of post-card sized 
photograph will have to be submitted.

To be publicized by the EC solely, single 
coloured posters printed on one side only 
have to be submitted; dimension 
9.75"x14.75". Dimension of leaflet will be 
5.5"x8.75" printed on both sides in single 
colour, containing photographs and symbol.

Election Procedures of the Union Parishad 
members : Qualification & Expenditure.

Candidate should be at least S.S.C. passed. 
The member should start his regular duties 
of Union parishad by signing the register 
book at the Union parishad office.

Daily services can not be run from home or 
business offices under any circumstances.
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Canvassing cost of 20 thousand taka 
(non-refundable) and election deposit of 7 
thousand taka (refundable) have to be 
submitted, in forms of pay-order or DD; 
bought from any enlisted bank.

Deposit of any candidate failing to acquire at 
least 5% of the total votes cast will be 
forfeited. 4 copies of passport sized 
photographs and 1 copy of post-card sized 
photograph have to be submitted.

To be publiced by the EC solely, single 
coloured posters printed only on one side have 
to be submitted; dimension 7.75"x12.75". 
Single coloured leaflets printed on both sides, 
measuring 5.5"x8.75" and containing picture 
and symbol will have to be printed.

Election Commission can combine any four 
posters to be printed as a single poster and 
publicize accordingly. 

All city Corporation, Pourashaba, Union 
Parishad, Village, Village Market, School, 
College, Madrasha, Mosque will be setup 
solar Power panel. This system follow-up 
then electricity  safe all sides.

The Chairman of the Union Parishad will 
represent the problems, needs and features 
of his area to the corresponding parliament 
member through the Upazila executive 
officer.
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Advices on running the development 
activities Upazilas/Thanas

All the parliament Members of a district will 
meet at the District Commissioner's office 
once in a week; presided by the District 
Commissioner himself. They will decide 
about the development activities of their 
respective areas and also about the funds 
funding the development costs.

The District Commissioner along with the 
parliament members of the different thanas 
and an officer skilled in that particular field 
will visit sites of development activities 
previously sanctioned. They will decide if 
progress/completion has been done as per 
order, and only if they produce reports 
stating satisfactory executions, bills of the 
contractor will be paid.

Guarantee / Warranty of the works to-do

Electricity, Gas, water, Sanitation, village 
roads, municipal roads town roads, City 
corporation roads 20 years, highway road 40 
years, Bridge Culvert 30 years, bridge of 
highway roads & building 80 years, earthen 
road 03 years. If defects occur within this 
time periods, the builder will have to get it 
repaired at his own cost.

As the guarantee of the jobs 10% 
performance guarantee and 20% refundable 
money will have to be submitted to the 
treasury.

If the Construction firm fails to finish the work 
Government will finish the  incomplete works 
with the security money. 
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District / Upazila development activities

All Thana / Upazila should be started with 
development like before. So that the general 
people will not have to move to the 
Divisional Town /District Town for daily 
needs, business, legal helps, services, 
medication etc.

For this, more development works should be 
done.

Digging of canals and ponds should be 
started rapidly country wide. The banks can 
be used to plant fruit, medicinal and 
flowering trees. These can be used to satisfy 
our own food needs, and can also be 
exported abroad. Water irrigation should be 
facilitated. Dams containing sliding gates 
should be built on each river inside 
Bangladesh. So that the neighbour countries 
cannot flood Bangladesh in the rainy 
season.

Dams containing sliding gates shold be built 
at sea entrances so that salty sea-water 
cannot enter the rivers.
Preventive measures should be taken so 
that inraing reason if neighbouring Country 
opens their sliding gates Bangladesh may 
not werged with water.

Foreign help can be taken for this proposal. 
Or the neigbouring country would have the 
opportunity to destroy us in a planned way, 
by creating artificial droughts and floods. All 
border fences set-up by neighbouring 
countries should be built on correct lines.
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The fencing may produce good result for us. 
It will prevent kidnapping, smuggling and 
arms-handling through the border. Some 
entrances should be opened for legal trades. 
Illegal treaspassing behind the eyes of the 
government forces will not be easy.

The current area of Bangladesh is about 
56,000 square miles. This contains rivers, 
lakes and forests.

Talpotti is our Bangladeshi land. It must be 
recovered through amicable discussions with 
the neighbours and lawful assistance from 
the international court of justice. Canals and 
rivers in all part of the country will have to be 
excavated, and sliding gates in required 
positions will have to be established. The 
banks should be planted with vegetations to 
provide for foods and employments.

Employees from agriculture university will 
visit the projects weekly and will advise and 
supply for improvement.

Cause : Because of the Farakka Dam built 
in India, each year the country is flooded in 
the rainy season. Also because of use of 
excessive chemicals and fertilisers, the 
agricultural lands are losing fertility.

Local people, preferably those whose lands 
are closest to the banks, will be granted 
lease to the mentioned projects.
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Milking cows should be domesticated more. 
This will supply for child foods, butter, sweet 
meats; fulfilling our own needs, we can look 
for exporting these consumer goods abroad.

Goats can fulfil our needs for meat. We can 
also earn foreign currencies by exporting 
meats and leather. However, the government 
will have to mend all damages caused to the 
dams. The government can use the 
food-for-work projects for these purposes.

Local and foreign NGOs can also be used 
for these purposes. If the proposed projects 
are undertaken, water in the canals and 
rivers can be used for use of the local 
people, like in irrigation, farming rearing the 
livestocks, etc.

If foreign investors are willing to take part in 
the recommended developments, they can 
be allowed to work conditionally.

Fruits and vegetables cultivated by the 
farmers will be tagged for reasonable prices, 
and then be sold in local market or exported 
abroad.

These will increase financial activities in the 
rural areas and enhance employment 
opportunities. These will also reduce the 
ever growing tendency of people moving 
towards the capital city.

In the past, all the governments had failed to 
develop the country as per people's 
expectations.
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Education, family plannings and other 
facilities will have to be improved for the 
people living in Chars.

Arranging for the important persons of the 
country to show their wealths and assets.

Persons who will have to submit their asset 
informations to the anti-corruption commission, 
Honourable President, Honourable Vice 
President, Honourable Prime Minister, 
Honourable Deputy Prime Minister, Honourable 
Speaker, Deputy Speaker, State ministers, 
MPs, City Mayors, Commissioners, Chairman's 
of the municipal corporations, Commissioners, 
UP Chairman's and members, All officers and 
employees of the peoples republic of 
Bangladesh. And in every year the assets of 
the above mentioned men will be audited.
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Market Control

Suggestion for pricing of local products 
and marketing method. 

Price Commission may be formed to control 
the price of the daily  commodities. 
Government should monitor the market 
prices to stabilise market. No business 
syndicate should be tolerated. Alternative 
Preventive system should be developed.

Importers and exporters should calculate 
importing and production cost, government 
taxes, transportation cost, etc, and including 
their profit, should fix up the prices.

It has to be ensured that no one can buy or 
sell goods at lower/higher prices. This will 
reduce sufferings of the citizens.

If an alternative system is set-up the market 
will get normal again.

Advise : After the independence of 
Bangladesh, Bangladesh Army has joined 
the peace keeping missions of the UN and 
their works deserve glory and praise.

So headed by the army officials a market 
monitoring team can be formed. The army 
will be responsible to monitor all kinds of 
buying/selling actions and export-import in 
all markets throughout the country. Bank 
booths should be set up in markets so that 
the shopowners can deposit or withdraw 
money.
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Simultaneousy, all governement and 
non-government banks have to take this 
responsibility. Anyone who will purchase 
anything has to deposit money to the bank 
counter against a memo, and then goods will 
be delivered.

The sellers collect money from bank 
showing cash memo. If all buying-selling, 
Salary, Tax payment, Vat, electricity bills paid 
through ATM Card, Credit Card and Debit 
Card, all illegal activities will be booked.

Forming the Committee

President : Commerce Minister, The four 
chiefs of the armed forces will be leading the 
committee (Air Force, Navy, Army and BGS).
Associate : DG (RAB) Adviser : Police Chief 
Inspector, RAB Chief Director Chief, Ansar 
Chief Director and several ministry Directors.

Media : Journalists and Reporters have been 
helping by depicting true pictures of the 
country. Even reports and facts that the 
goverment detectives failed to reveal, have 
been well covered by Media Journalists. So 
editors from different medium will be included 
in this level. They will fix the whole and retail 
prices of the goods. Market control committee 
will arrange for the prices to be displayed on 
digital sign boards at selected outlets, renewed 
weekly on each saturday before 7 am. Sellers 
and buyers will have to abide by the prices set. 
Sellers breaking these laws will be arrested 
instantly for trial, and his/her goods will be 
croaked.
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Cause : In the past, reporters have 
succeeded in covering news from remote 
areas of the country even for example, the 
appearance of JMB, mugging in 
transportation of goods, corruption in 
different public and private sectors and 
importing of illegal arms into the country. 
They have been able to reveal different 
illegal activities executed by the NGOs, 
about groups deceivings, people to be 
employed abroad, money smuggled abroad, 
rapes, acids, abuses, etc.

So if they are kept in this committee, 
informations can be collected easily.

Wherever there is chaos and disorder, this 
committee should reach there fast and act 
accordingly. I believe that the population can 
get rid of the severe corruption and seller 
syndication if this committee comes into act.

Some days back we have seen imported 
sugar to be sold at Tk. 72 per KG, but 
channel I reported that tonnes of sugar are 
stored in godowns of the local mills, unsold.

Farmers are not getting paid for there 
sugar-canes.  Huge quantity of salts are 
stored in the salt factories but people buys 
salt Tk. 15/16 Per KG.

These are going on just because of the 
indecision of the government. The 
mentioned committee should be allowed to 
control the market independently.
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Govt. should pay subsidies if required, Govt. 
may borrow money from the donor agencies 
on related conditions or govt. may borrow 
money from Banks, But whatever done, the 
public should enjoy their fundamental rights.

Our agricultural products, land crafts, so on 
and any imported item’s price must be fixed 
by studying the challan or bill. A certain time 
should be fixed for the storage of the goods 
so that artificial demands cannot be created.

The steering committee will fix up the selling 
prices, costs, including taxes, levies, 
transportation and profit, and then the goods 
will be loaded.

The Price monitoring committee will suggest 
the govt to hang price list in the markets, and 
the sellers and buyers must follow the list. If 
anybody break the rule he will be brought 
under punishment.

The govt. should introduce a strict rule so 
that adulteration is stopped for ever.
Importers must unload their imported goods 
from the ports within three days.

After committee issues a release order 
reviewing as all the associated costs, the 
goods will be allowed to be transported.

Prices should be shown on digital 
signboards at all shops of the Market control 
committee. Where the goods are going, and 
where these are kept, should be informed to 
the committee. Computer On-line system 
entry must be run-on.
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Damaged, unusable and expired goods 
cannot be sold in markets in any way.

If caught, those goods should be destroyed 
or submitted to national treasury and the 
owners of the goods will be justified on 
special tribunals.

No items can be sold in less price

If the govt adopts the above formula, the 
dishonest bureaucrats, politicians, exporters, 
importers, businessmen, will suffer from 
inferiority complex and will be afraid for their 
misdeeds.

If this system is introduced, the so-called 
business syndicate will collapse. 
Businessmen might think about buying 
goods for a high price, and sell at very low 
price, thus failing the government market 
control initiative. Gradually, they will again 
captivate the whole market. So it has to be 
seen that no one sells at lower or higher 
prices than stated, and punishment for 
disobedients should be ensured. If the 
government is pressurized to decrease 
prices and subsidize on certain goods it will 
be forced to seek help from donor countries. 

Decrease Price and Govt. Subsidizedor 

The helping country usually adds different 
unreasonable conditions when granting 
financial helps. So the costs of producers 
and importers have to be calculated, and 
their goods should be tagged accordingly. 
When a certain product will be tagged for 
price, it cannot be changed. Prices on digital 
sign boards at market control shops should 
be updated on Saturday 7 a.m. per week.
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Selling Procedures

Person who will prepare the cash purchase 
memos in the market control shops will 
instantly record the transaction in computer 
stock. When paying from the bank booth, he 
will have to see if the goods transacted have 
actually been received. If not, he will not pay.

Person who will prepare the sales memos 
will deduct goods from stock accordingly.

When paying money from bank, he will 
review if the goods have been deducted 
from stocks list using the computer database 
and will only pay if assured. 

Cash Memos to be printed on 
Self-Carbonized paper (Auto Carbon)

If this process can be utilized, corruption will 
be substantially decreased. Gradually, these 
online procedures of transaction will be 
introduced to all Market control shops 
throughout the country.

These being applied, will make accounts 
interpretations easier, and purchases of 
stocks, where needed, more convenient.

In Case of Export

Goods produced locally will be scrutinized 
perfectly before packing, and then be 
allowed to be exported.

So that no adulterated goods or expired 
goods are exported. Otherwise, it will be 
harmful for the goodwill of Bangladesh. The 
respective price-monitoring committee will 
control it also.
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It should remembered that if high quality 
goods are exported to the foreign countries 
more with marginal profit, it will be more 
profitable and the acceptance Bangladeshi 
products will be increased. As a result local 
producers will be encouraged and the 
country will grow self-dependant.

Arrangement of sending expert workers 
abroad for employment opportunity

Educated and technically sound male labours 
should be given preference to be sent abroad 
legally. Female workers and illiterate people 
should be discouraged to be sent abroad, 
because they experience bad treatments 
abroad because of their ignorance.

First  and foremost illiterate females should 
be primarily educated under the supervision 
of the govt. and they should be given 
opportunity to work inside the country. 
Female candidates should be given 
preference for easy and riskless works, 
should be encouraged to become 
self-dependant. As a result poor and 
distressed females will be oppression-free in 
families and in the society If everybody is 
serious and devoted towards the 
development of the country, Bangladesh will 
see miraculous changes. If these 
recommendations are practised, our 
economy will grow stronger. If these are 
supervised by the military, the country will be 
able to get rid of corruption, makret 
syndication etc. Implementations of these 
might require more people to be appointed 
to the army.

If female workers get opportunity to be self 
employed the economic structure of 
Bangladesh will strong.
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Student politics should be banned totally

No regular student can be the member of 
any political party.

Because: Student Politics haphazards 
academic activities and causes immatured 
deaths of talented students. Political leaders 
use then towards their own interests. On the 
contrary, children of the leaders are studying 
outside of the country.

As the environment of our academic 
institutions are almost always disturbing, 
capable guardians try to send their wards 
outside of the country to study. These 
students, if they do well, are awarded and 
honored abroad, and are encouraged. So 
our country is losing its talented children and 
is being deprive from their services.

Suggestion for the students

All guardians think about the future of their 
wards. So students should not fail to abide 
by parents' advices as the guardian always 
think about the betterment of their children.

So you should never live by your own 
decisions, neglecting advices given by your 
parents and elders.

If you take decisions individually, parents', elders 
and even the Almighty might lose hope upon you. 
And sometimes a student may fall in love will 
some one and its natural, but it may be a curse to 
someone's life. These kinds of activities might 
bring unhappiness to one's life, as well as hurten 
feelings of parents. In a lot of cases, we have 
seen that affairs in student life doesn't result into 
positive consequences. So they get depressed 
and frustrated, and many even cause accidents.
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And even affairs that consequentially lead to 
marriage, fails to satisfy both in terms of 
expectations. Loves and affairs are highly 
hypothetical. These emotions only grow in 
young minds. They don't seem to think about 
society and future. So I advise you not to 
take these decisions while you are in your 
boyhood.

Suggestion for the guardians

All guardians are requested to monitor their 
children wherever they are studying. Private 
institutions are teaching students most 
commercially. In a lot of cases, some of these 
institutions make children indulge in illegal 
activities and even traffics childrens. You 
have to understand these things, and should 
take your child to a good place Institutions 
who will operate without registration should 
be punished according to law.

Suggestions to establish a Unitary 
system of all education

including Madrasha

There will be only one board in the country.
Usually the poor people study in the 
madrasha. Some Madrasha educators 
mislead the madrasha students. Due to this 
deviation some students ruin themselves 
joining islamic terrorists.

Suggestions : Madrasha and Mosque should 
be registered. If madrasha teacher, Imam, 
moazzins get government salary, they can 
run independently. They will get familly, 
economic and social security and bound to 
any government rules. Government 
supervisor team will visit these Institution 
every three months and will send a report to 
the education ministry.
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Foreign donars should send money through 
ministry. In no way, there will not be more 
than one mosque and a madrasha within two 
miles. If any two should be united with one. It 
will applicable for all religions.

No one can set-up any religious institution 
without Govt. approval.

Islam never support bombing, killing, rape 
and other inhuman activities. Hazarat 
Mohammad (PBUH) spreads his religion 
convincing and serving people.

True religious rules should be discussed in 
the media to learn people to follow.

Those who would act Terrorist activities in 
the name of Islam should be punished. if it is 
not done our country will be treated a 
terrorist state. It is not desirable.

Muslims harrashed by the other religion as 
we have deviated from the lessons of the 
Holy Quran.

Awarness should raise from KG, in all 
school, Madrasha, Bengali medium, English 
medium, Government and non Government 
institutions.
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